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Description: I'm trying to create a task in Redmine using REST API and assign to a specific user.

I know the login name (or full name) of the user I want to assign the new task to, but I don't know the user 
database ID.

I could get all users from the server and find the required one, but this operation requires "Administrator" 
permission, which is a non-starter in many cases.

so, I propose to allow specifying the "task's assignee" with user *login name* and not just user ID.

History
2011-06-06 08:17 pm - Holger Just
References are done by IDs throughout our whole app. This one of the few things which are really consistent (with the notable exception of project 
identifiers, which are consistently used on their own).

However, I think we could add an API to map the login to the user id (the reverse is already available). I'd like to hear some comments by the other guys 
as there are potential privacy issues or information disclosure here. We would effectively allow any user to verify the existence (and identity) of any 
random login name which might ease certain attacks.

2011-06-06 08:34 pm - Holger Just
After having thought a bit about the issue, I think, the Project#show (or maybe the members controller) action should include a list of members of a 
project (id and name). After all, these are the only relevant entities you have to deal with. That would allow us to keep the login data private which I think 
is a good idea after all. Also it would save us from having to open the complete user database for scraping.

2011-06-06 08:36 pm - Alexey Java
I'm not sure how this solution lays in the overall Chiliproject architecture, but it would solve my particular problem. I remember there was a feature 
request pending against Redmine for a long time to provide project members list.
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